Junior .NET Developer
Sword Services Greece is seeking to recruit a high caliber, energetic individual to join our newly
established Software Development team in Greece as a Junior .NET Software Developer. The
successful candidate will work in a multinational environment on a multitude of tasks supporting our
core business in large International Information Systems. The company is currently expanding its
activities in Greece offering an optimum career advancement opportunity for the successful candidate
who should combine a relevant educational and professional background, with enthusiasm and
eagerness.

Responsibilities






Conduct requirements analysis, design and implementation of .NET applications;
Write clean and reusable code;
Identify and apply appropriate modern technologies and techniques for software
development;
Collaborate with the project team to define and design software solutions;
Deploy solutions in test environments following the client’s procedures;

Qualifications & Experience









Required Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science or other relevant field (i.e. Engineering);
Experience with .NET, C#, HTML, JavaScript and SQL;
Good understanding of Object-Oriented design;
Good knowledge of Relational Databases (preferred SQL server);
Experience with ASP.NET, WCF, MVC will be considered an asset;
Knowledge of Angular or other Front-end web development frameworks will be considered
an asset;
Excellent command of the English language both written & spoken.
Personal interest in software development, demonstrated with a personal GitHub repository
full of pet projects, will give you extra points!

Personal Characteristics






Quick learner;
Attention to detail and strong sense of responsibility;
Good analytical and problem-solving skills;
Proactively manage own tasks and projects to agreed deadlines;
Ability to work effectively & efficiently with various diverse work teams (Development,
Testing and Project Management).

About Sword Group

Sword is a high added-value advisory and integration IT services company with a current headcount
of 2200+ staff operating in more than 50 countries. With its Information Systems oriented approach
that integrates high-performing project management methodologies, Sword tailors its know-how to
provide innovative solutions that meet the strategic challenges of its clients and the adaptation
demands of their information systems. To reach this target, Sword has developed an industrialised
production model organised around specialised service centers that guarantee the provision of
proximity services, high-added value know-how and optimised economic approaches.
Applications must be in the English language

